Summary of Theory and Application
The current view of gene transcription is that it involves factors binding to DNA to recruit polymerase and initiate transcription. Mathematically, this can be modeled as a sequence of complex forming reactions. It can be shown mathematically that such a sequence does not generally produce a Michaelis-Menten (MM) dose-response curve as is observed experimentally (1) . However, the MM dose response can be leveraged theoretically because the MM function is in the mathematical family of linear fractional functions, which obeys the group theory property of preserving the fractional linear form under function composition. No other function will do so. Using this fact, Ong et al. (1) showed that a sequence of complex Added factors can affect A max and EC 50 depending on their mechanism and site of action with respect to the CLS. For a factor acting at site i, A max and EC 50 have formulas
for the factor acting before the CLS,
for the factor acting at the CLS and
for the factor acting after the CLS, where X i T is the total concentration of the accelerator, i.e. it is a linear function of the competitor.
For two factors acting before the CLS at sites l and k, the formulas have the form
and similar formulas can be written for all the possible locations of two factors with respect to the CLS. Hence, if a single factor acts at two locations before the CLS then
) , i.e. a quadratic function of the decelerator. It can be shown that this is an nth order polynomial for n factors. Table S1 below is an updated version of the original Table S1 of Dougherty et al. (2) , which was generated by examining the expressions for all the cases and deducing general behaviors from them. Tables   Table S1  Algorithms For Single And Double Factor Plots Notation used is A = activator, C = competitive inhibitor, U = uncompetitive inhibitor, N = noncompetitive inhibitor, M = mixed inhibitor, L = linear inhibitor, P = partial inhibitor. In Table 1b , plot properties are listed by type of curve (e.g. linear or nonlinear), how the curve changes as F2 changes, and the characteristics of the intersection points and intercepts of the family of curves. Multiple letter activities supersede single letter ones so that, for example, LN is also L. When multiple letter activities, followed by a comma, are listed before a description of the site of activity, that means that the site description applies to all of the activities. Of all of the possible scenarios, the most likely are completely described below, which represents over 74% of all combinations. 8) PU is like an activator acting after a local CLS and is indistinguishable from an activator acting after the last and global CLS 9) if a competitor acts at two steps before or at the CLS and the action at one step is weaker than the other, then the amount of upwards curvature in the EC 50 /A max plot will be less pronounced 10) if low concentrations of a competitor appear (by a linear EC 50 /A max plot) to act at one site before or at the CLS, while high concentrations of competitor appear to act at two sites (due to a quadratic fit of EC 50 /A max ), this
indicates the "emergence" of a second site of action at high concentrations of competitor 11) to determine whether or not a decreasing plot goes to zero or a positive value, one looks at whether the plot of 
